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Abstract
Traditionally, distributed storage systems have relied upon the interfaces provided by OS kernels to interact with storage hardware. However, much research has shown that OSes impose serious overheads on every I/O operation, especially on high-performance storage and networking hardware (e.g., PMEM and 200GBe). Thus, distributed storage stacks are being re-designed to take advantage of this modern hardware by utilizing new hardware interfaces which bypass the kernel entirely. However, the impact of these optimizations have not been well-studied for real HPC workloads on real hardware. In this work, we provide a comprehensive evaluation of DAOS: a state-of-the-art distributed storage system which re-architects the storage stack from scratch for modern hardware. We compare DAOS against traditional storage stacks and demonstrate that by utilizing optimal interfaces to hardware, performance improvements of up to 6x can be observed in real scientific applications.

CCS Concepts: • Information systems → Distributed storage: Flash memory: Phase change memory; • Computing methodologies → Parallel computing methodologies; Machine learning: Distributed computing methodologies.

1 Introduction
HPC systems have traditionally suffered from an I/O bottleneck due to the gap between storage and CPU performance. To lower this gap, HPC centers are adopting high-performance storage (e.g., PMEM) and networking (e.g., 200GBe) hardware. This hardware is typically organized in a hierarchy [8, 10, 18–20], where data is initially buffered in a high-performance tier and then flushed to a high-capacity tier. This improvement in hardware provides substantial benefits to overall application performance. However, while performance benefits can be observed, many storage systems were designed under the assumption that I/O is significantly slower than compute. This assumption is no longer true, with many works noting significant performance loss caused by software overheads [16, 27, 34] and context switching [17, 23] under various workloads. To fully take advantage of the low latency and high bandwidth provided by this hardware, the design and implementation of storage systems are being thoroughly reconsidered.

One source of performance degradation is caused by the storage and networking stacks provided by OS kernels. The Linux I/O stack, for example, was designed primarily for reliability and correctness, while maintaining acceptable performance for general users. However, many works have demonstrated that the Linux I/O stack causes significant performance loss due to its lengthy I/O path [15, 26, 31], interrupts [17, 23], and context switches [17, 23]. To improve this, new kernel-bypass storage stacks [26, 32, 33] have been developed to harness the characteristics of modern hardware. One such work is the SPDK [32], which is an NVMe driver which utilizes userspace function calls and polling instead of system calls and interrupts to interact with hardware. Many single-node storage systems (e.g., filesystems [15, 31] and key-value stores [26, 27]) have been developed on top of these kernel-bypass stacks, which have demonstrated significant improvements to I/O performance in terms of latency. However, the evaluations of these works are only at the single-node.
Due to the significant performance impacts of kernel-bypass and hardware optimization on single-node storage stacks, distributed storage stacks are also emerging which are designed specifically for modern hardware. Many well-established storage systems are being patched to better support modern hardware. One such system is CephFS [5], which is a distributed filesystem which recently replaced kernel-level filesystems for storing metadata in NVMe and PMEM with kernel-bypass technologies [2]. However, since existing systems were already largely designed towards slower storage mediums, other works have re-architected the storage stack completely [3, 7, 24]. For example, the Distributed Asynchronous Object Store (DAOS) [24] by Intel is a state-of-the-art storage system which re-architects the I/O path entirely to account for the high performance of modern hardware.

While many distributed storage stacks have been proposed to take advantage of modern hardware, the impact of these different optimizations have not been well-evaluated for a variety of workloads. For the most part, evaluations of storage systems which incorporate kernel-bypass technologies are limited to single-node cases, and many of these evaluations are over emulated hardware [14, 15, 22, 31] using only synthetic workloads [13]. Overall, from the existing work, it is not clear the extent to which re-designing storage stacks for modern hardware has affected the performance of real distributed scientific applications.

In this work, we aim to quantify the extent to which re-architecting storage stacks for modern hardware impacts the performance of real simulation and deep learning HPC workloads. To do this, we provide a comprehensive evaluation of DAOS 2.0: a state-of-the-art distributed storage stack which has been built specifically for modern hardware. We quantify the performance impacts of DAOS’s diverse software stack optimizations compared to traditional kernel-based approaches over modern storage and networking hardware, including NVMe and PMEM. We demonstrate that DAOS outperforms traditional storage systems, such as OrangeFS, by as much as 15x under various synthetic and real workloads on high-performance storage hardware.

2 Background & Related Work

There has been growing interest in optimizing storage stacks to maximize the bandwidth and latency potential of storage. This effort has spanned from OS-level changes to device drivers to entire distributed storage system designs. Various works have proposed new storage stack designs, and some work has been done to evaluate the implications of these new designs at the distributed level.

2.1 Distributed Storage Stacks

While many changes have been made to the design of single-node storage stacks, the impacts of these changes must also be understood at the distributed level. Due to the success of single-node I/O stack optimizations, distributed storage stacks are also evolving to optimize for the high-performance of modern storage hardware. Some storage systems are being patched to utilize these new interfaces while making minimal changes to their overall design, whereas other systems have been developed entirely from scratch.

Traditional Storage Stacks: OrangeFS [4] and BeeGFS [9] are both traditional high-end computing storage systems. OrangeFS has shipped with the Linux kernel since 4.6 and provides a userspace FUSE plugin for performing I/O. BeeGFS comes with a custom kernel module which acts as a kernel-level filesystem. When performing I/O, OrangeFS and BeeGFS divide data into stripes and distributes them among storage servers. The locations of stripes are managed by the metadata servers, which are by default co-located with the storage servers to achieve scalability. Both these systems currently utilizes the I/O interfaces provided by default with the OS, and have not specifically been optimized to support high-performance modern hardware, outside of RDMA capabilities.

Patched Storage Stacks: CephFS [5] is a POSIX-compliant file system built on top of Ceph’s distributed object store, RADOS. CephFS endeavors to provide a state-of-the-art, multi-use, highly available, and performant file store for a variety of applications, including traditional use-cases like shared home directories, HPC scratch space, and distributed workflow shared storage. CephFS has recently replaced kernel-level filesystems for storing metadata with kernel-bypass technologies [2], including the SPDK [32] and DAX [12]. The work demonstrated significant performance improvement of their kernel-bypass storage backend. The evaluation of this work was primarily over a 16-node cluster using RAM and HDD, and was not evaluated over PMEM. One synthetic experiment was conducted over NVME.

Modular Storage Stacks: Recent efforts have been aiming to provide modularized storage stacks in order to combat software overheads caused by the OS kernel and provide workload- and hardware-specific customization. Mochi [30] provides a diverse set of building blocks, which can be composed by users to rapidly build highly customized distributed storage systems. LabStor [26] proposes an extensible platform to facilitate the rapid development of new, hardware-optimized, workload-specific storage stacks. Users can develop a wide variety of storage modules, ranging from per-node I/O schedulers to distributed storage systems, which can then be composed to form highly optimized I/O stacks. The evaluations of these works were primarily over emulated hardware and NVMe.

DAOS: The Distributed Asynchronous Object Store (DAOS) [24] is a state-of-the-art storage system developed by Intel to take full advantage of modern hardware, such as NVMe and PMEM. DAOS requires the existence of either NVMe or PMEM for acting as a persistent cache to metadata. For
While many proposals have been made to change the way storage systems are designed to incorporate the high-performance characteristics of modern storage hardware, it is not well-understood how these design choices have impacted the performance of real scientific applications over real modern hardware. Evaluations of hardware-optimized storage stacks have primarily been in a single-node setting, where network costs are avoided entirely. Evaluations which show distributed impacts are typically conducted over emulated hardware or only NVMe. Lastly, the existing evaluations are based solely on synthetic workloads (e.g., IOR), and do not measure the performance impact on real simulation and deep learning HPC applications. To truly understand the performance impacts of optimizing storage stacks for modern hardware, an evaluation across storage systems using real hardware and applications is necessary.

3 Evaluations

Hardware: We ran all our experiments on a 3-node cluster. Each node contains 512GB RAM, 8x 256GB of Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory, and 16x 4TB NVMe. Each node has 2x Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6342 CPU @ 2.80GHz, which is 48 cores and 96 threads per-node and 144 cores in total. The network interconnect is 100Gbe.

Software: For our experiments, we use Centos8 with kernel 4.18. We install DAOS 2.1.104-tb, OrangeFS 2.9.8, and BeeGFS 3.7.1. For benchmarks, we use IO500 (isc’22 branch) and DLIO (commit: 2a5ed47). We use mpich 3.3.2 for all experiments. Each experiment is executed 3 times and the average is reported.

Experiment Setup: In each experiment, we run the workload generator with 128 processes. In each test, we co-locate the application with the storage/metadata servers. Caches are cleared before every experiment. We use the default configuration for OrangeFS and BeeGFS in all experiments. For OrangeFS, a 64KB stripe size is used and libaio is used as the I/O backend. BeeGFS is also configured with a 64KB stripe size, but automatically scales I/O threads depending on the current workload. We use only one NVMe per-node for these tests. More detail about experimental setup is in each evaluation.

3.1 IO500

In this evaluation, we perform a stress test of the different storage stacks to understand the baseline performance characteristics of each system. To do this, we use the IO500 [21], which is a community benchmark designed to stress storage systems. We compare DAOS, OrangeFS [4], and BeeGFS [9] running over RAM, PMEM and NVMe, each using RDMA-capable networks. OrangeFS and BeeGFS are traditional parallel filesystems which are designed to be used in high-end-computing environments. Neither system has been specifically optimized for modern storage hardware, outside of RDMA capabilities. For OrangeFS and BeeGFS, we use EXT4 as the filesystem for interacting with storage (for PMEM, DAX is enabled). A stripe size of 64KB is used and data is
Figure 1. IO500 over various hardware and storage systems. DAOS outperforms OrangeFS and BeeGFS by at least 10x in every workload.

distributed among the metadata servers in a round-robin fashion. Metadata and data servers are co-located. For DAOS, we use the SPDK for storing data on NVMe and DAX for storing data on PMEM. For the NVMe case, DAOS is configured with 50GB of PMEM and 5TB of NVMe; the majority of I/O will be to the NVMe instead of the PMEM. We run the IO500 for 5 minutes for each test. We measure I/O bandwidth and metadata throughput for the various workloads executed by the IO500. We also measure the theoretical bandwidth and throughput of the underlying hardware using the dd tool over the device file for the PMEM and NVMe devices per-node. The measurement of theoretical bandwidth does not account for network impacts.

From Figure 1, it can be observed that DAOS provides performance benefits across the different benchmarks. In terms of bandwidth reported in the IO500-Easy experiment, DAOS outperforms OrangeFS by 10x over NVMe and by 15x over PMEM. IO500-Easy performs a workload which is optimal towards parallel filesystems such as OrangeFS, making large, sequential, and aligned I/O. However, although it is the best-case scenario for OrangeFS, DAOS’s leaner I/O stack still provides significant performance improvements. This
Figure 2. CosmicTagger for various storage systems and storage backend configurations of DAOS. For (a), DAOS performs 2x faster than the traditional storage stacks. For (b), The storage backend varies between SPDK, Linux block layer, and the EXT4 filesystem. SPDK performs up to 55% faster than others as the storage backend. Much of the performance gained in (a) is due to the benefits of SPDK.

Figure 3. HPC workloads over different hardware and storage systems. DAOS improves performance significantly over other storage system types.

is likely due to the performance of OrangeFS and BeeGFS metadata management services for handling the stripes. Each I/O is divided into 64KB stripes, each of which have to be registered with the metadata servers.

IO500-Hard performs a less optimal workload, which generates small and unaligned I/O. In this case, DAOS outperforms both BeeGFS and OrangeFS by 8x on NVMe and 10x over PMEM. There are two reasons for performance differences. First, IO500-Hard stresses metadata and small-I/O performance significantly more, which accrues overheads due to the kernel I/O stack. Second, BeeGFS and OrangeFS perform I/O in units of stripes (64KB). For I/O which is smaller than this and when boundaries are misaligned, an increased amount of I/O and metadata management occurs.

For the mdtest-easy and mdtest-hard workloads, DAOS performs at least 18x faster than OrangeFS on both NVMe and PMEM. This is because DAOS uses a minimalistic I/O path for storing and querying metadata. Both BeeGFS and OrangeFS rely on the kernel’s I/O stack. OrangeFS is a FUSE filesystem running atop EXT4, and BeeGFS is a kernel-level filesystem also running atop EXT4. While metadata queries don’t (typically) go directly to disk, they must travel through multiple levels of software and network in order to complete.

This leads to a long, expensive I/O path for every metadata access.

In the basic synthetic stress tests, the leaner software stack provided by DAOS significantly outperforms the traditional storage stacks in each category of metadata throughput, latency, and bandwidth. While this knowledge gives indication that DAOS will perform well underneath real applications, we demonstrate the performance impacts in a few real workloads.

3.2 Machine Learning

In this evaluation, we measure the performance impact of DAOS compared to traditional storage stacks for a real deep learning HPC workload. For this, we run CosmicTagger [1] through the DLIO [11] benchmark, which is a convolutional neural network for separating cosmic pixels, background pixels, and neutrino pixels. The training dataset contains 430,000 samples, where each sample contains three images of size 1280x2048. The samples are stored in an HDF5 dataset sparsely. At each iteration, 32 images are read from the dataset and preprocessed. Most I/Os are between 20 and 50KB in size. The total size of the dataset is 450GB. DAOS is configured to have 50GB of PMEM and 5TB of NVMe. DAOS,
OrangeFS and BeeGFS are all configured to use POSIX sockets for their networking operations. DAOS uses SPDK for its storage backend. OrangeFS and BeeGFS use EXT4 for their storage backend.

Overall, we found that CosmicTagger completed its training 2x faster over DAOS compared to the traditional storage stacks. CosmicTagger spends 6.5 minutes of its runtime in computation, which involves analyzing in-memory samples of data for the training. However, for OrangeFS and BeeGFS, CosmicTagger spends 9 minutes of its runtime in I/O. For DAOS, this only takes 2.5 minutes. There are three main reasons for this performance difference. First, DAOS uses the SPDK, which is much lighter than the EXT4 filesystem used by OrangeFS and BeeGFS. Second, the implementation of DAOS was designed around the knowledge that storage hardware is fast, so software overheads were minimized on the critical I/O path. Third, the storage systems have variations in metadata management, caching, and data distribution policies, which can result in unnecessary duplication of data and increased networking overheads.

To quantify the impact of these differences, we re-run the same CosmicTagger workload over various configurations of DAOS. Since the networking backends were the same between DAOS, OrangeFS, and BeeGFS, we focus primarily on quantifying the impact of the storage backend. We configure DAOS to use either SPDK, Linux block layer, or the EXT4 filesystem as the storage backend. From Figure 2, it is clear there are significant variations in overall performance due to the choice of local storage backend. It can be seen that SPDK performs 35% faster than the Linux kernel block layer and 55% faster than the EXT4 filesystem. Both kernel-level filesystems and the Linux block layer have been noted to impose several overheads [26], such as memory allocations, interrupts, and context switches. When using EXT4, CosmicTagger spends 5 minutes in I/O, compared to the 9 minutes spent by OrangeFS and BeeGFS. This explains about half of the performance lost by the traditional storage stacks in this workload. The remaining time is due to metadata performance from handling the metadata for stripes. Overall, by using the I/O stack optimizations provided in DAOS, a performance benefit of up to 2x can be observed in a real deep learning workload when running over modern hardware.

3.3 Simulation

In this evaluation, we quantify the benefit of an optimized storage stack on common checkpoint-restart simulation workloads experienced in HPC. To do this, we run two common HPC workloads: VPIC [6] and BD-CATS [29]. VPIC is a particle simulation code where each process produces particle data and writes them at each time step. VPIC writes 8 million particles where each particle is a vector of 8 floating point values per-process. We run VPIC for 16 time steps. BD-CATS reads the data generated by VPIC to perform a parallel clustering algorithm. Both VPIC and BD-CATS primarily perform large, aligned I/Os to HDF5 files. The total I/O performed was 500GB for both VPIC and BD-CATS.

From Figure 3, it can be observed that, for both VPIC and BD-CATS, DAOS is about 6x faster than both OrangeFS and BeeGFS over NVMe and PMEM. VPIC and BD-CATS spend roughly 20% of their time in computation, so the majority of the bottleneck is in I/O. The I/O performance benefit is mainly due to the fact BeeGFS and OrangeFS have a significant metadata cost to keep track of stripes, which are distributed and queried among servers during reads and writes. Overall, OrangeFS and BeeGFS service 8 million metadata operations (1 per 64KB stripe). As shown in the IO500 results, metadata operations are in the order of roughly 5-6 kIOPS for OrangeFS and BeeGFS. Their lengthy, kernel-based I/O path causes significant software overhead on the metadata servers, which is where performance degradation arises. Overall, even high-bandwidth HPC workloads can experience great performance benefits by using hardware-optimized storage stacks.

3.4 Discussion

DAOS achieves remarkable performance on PMEM and state-of-the-art NVMeS when compared to traditional, kernel-reliant storage stacks such as OrangeFS and BeeGFS. This can be attributed to a number of factors. DAOS was designed specifically for modern hardware characteristics and reduces the software overhead on the critical I/O and metadata path significantly. Hardware-specific I/O interfaces (e.g., SPDK, DAX) are used to avoid the overheads of the kernel stack and avoid unnecessary duplication of data. This accelerates metadata and small I/O operations, which also causes performance impacts in bandwidth-sensitive workloads. Performance is also gained due to differences in metadata management, data placement, and caching. DAOS, for example, doesn’t rely on the OS for caching, and provides its own specific cache which supports PMEM, increasing cache capacity and reducing data duplication. This makes DAOS suit the access characteristics of deep learning I/O workloads better, and can result in significant performance benefits due to the reduced metadata cost and software overhead.

However, while DAOS achieves high performance in a small-scale cluster with state-of-the-art hardware, these evaluations do not necessarily reflect the same reality as scale reaches thousands of nodes and as storage hardware becomes more diverse. When increasing scale, network topology and network speed will likely be more impactful and result in a smaller performance gap between DAOS and the traditional storage stacks. In addition, many clusters employ HDDs as the primary storage of data due to capacity constraints, and use NVMe and PMEM only for intermediate buffering of data. Our evaluations assume the datasets fit entirely within NVMe and PMEM and do not go into the complexity of storage tiering across PMEM, NVMe, and HDDs. If the dataset
is primarily stored on HDDs, the effects of improved metadata performance and software overheads will likely reduced significantly. For traditional clusters which are based primarily on DRAM and HDDs, the performance of DAOS and traditional storage stacks will likely be much more similar.

4 Conclusion

In this work, we quantified the value of re-architecting distributed storage systems to support the high-performance and low-latency of modern hardware. We performed a comprehensive benchmark of a state-of-the-art storage system (DAOS) and traditional storage systems (OrangeFS + BeeGFS) using a variety of workloads over both persistent memory and NVMe. We quantified the extent to which the software stack optimizations proposed in DAOS affected overall performance of deep learning and simulation workloads. We found that by using SPDK, performance benefits of up to 55% can be observed due to improving small I/O performance. We also found significant performance increases (up to 6x) in both simulation and deep learning workloads due to performance differences in metadata management for querying data stripes during large and small I/O operations. Overall, we showed that real deep learning and HPC workloads can experience performance improvements of up to 6x by using a storage stack designed specifically optimized for modern storage hardware.
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